Veron is a high-performance infrastructure to power the next generation of financial services. It will provide an easy interface that keeps up with the users’ demand for speed.

Financial transactions will be possible through the Veron total system: users will be able to make deposits of both fiat currency and cryptocurrency with Veron Asset, register their current debit/credit cards and access their assets through Veron Wallet, trade Veron Coin on the Veron Mainnet, as well as other cryptocurrencies through Veron Exchange, and conveniently make purchases with Veron Card and Veron Pay (QR), all within today’s existing payment infrastructure.

Since the launch of Bitcoin following the 2008-2009 financial recession, blockchain-based cryptocurrencies have exploded onto the financial technology, or FinTech, scene.

**Problem:** Issues ranging from transaction speed, volatility, and simple practicality are enormous barriers.

Veron Int’l is a company established through a joint investment of global partners including Industrial Bank of China and Lintan Group of Vietnam, and features subsidiaries focused on emerging financial technologies and distributed ledger technology including financial assets.

**Solution:** Veron is the gateway for cryptocurrency and fiat users, one that provides an “on ramp” for the digital world and an “off ramp” into today’s payment systems.
Veron Project
Veron platform Features

✧ Veron Asset - a financial service provider

✧ Veron Wallet - an app with multiple features including:
  ✓ Connection to multiple exchanges
  ✓ Ability to support bank accounts, debit and credit cards, and points
  ✓ Integration with Veron Asset

✧ Veron Exchange & OTC - a platform that supports crypto-based trading
  ✓ Supports multiple cryptocurrencies

✧ Veron Mainnet - a blockchain-based technology infrastructure to verify transaction history

✧ Veron Card - a prepaid debit card

✧ Veron Pay - A QR code-based payment system

✧ Veron Storefronts - Physical locations to provide customer services, from account creation to deposit and withdrawal of funds
Veron Project
Veron platform Details

✧ Veron Asset
- Will provide users with the same features that today’s banks offer.
- A path that enables them to make purchases online, access funds, transfer currency, cash out, and be issued a card that can be used across today’s payment infrastructure.

✧ Veron Wallet
- Wallet for depositing cryptocurrencies and existing financial assets
- Provide asset liquidity through integration with various exchange APIs
- Fast and low fee overseas remittance based on cryptocurrency
- Supports NFC based payments

✧ Veron Exchange & OTC
- Provide asset liquidity for the Veron Wallet
- Support the native VERX Coin

✧ Veron Mainnet
- The Veron Mainnet will act as the transaction verification method for the Veron Platform

✧ Veron Card
- Will be compatible with today’s payment infrastructure
- Provided to users of the Veron Platform regardless of their credit history with traditional financial service providers

✧ Veron Pay
- QR technology for convenience and mobile friendly

✧ Veron Storefront
- Provide physical locations for customer support and financial services.